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Why treat moderate wasting in children 6-59 months?
1 All degrees of anthropometric deficit are associated with increased risk of U5 mortality.
Mortality risk increases along a continuum with exponential rise in the severe state
2 Moderately
wasted children have a heightened risk of death compared to healthy peers
Vulnerable

groups
3 Significant morbidity has been observed in children with moderate wasting. Sick
moderately wasted children have increased risk of death
4 An important proportion of childrenPregnant
with moderate
wastingWomen
without intervention fail to
and Lactating
recover or decline to severe wasting, in both food-secure and insecure environments
5 Evidence around spontaneous recovery is limited
#CMAM21

Treatment of moderate wasting – Global policy and programme framework
 CTC model (1998)
 WHO guidelines on SAM treatment (1999)
 Joint UNICEF-WFP-WHO statement (2007) - CMAM: focus on SAM

Vulnerable
groups






Memorandum of Understanding between WFP- UNICEF (updated in 2011)
WHO Technical Note on supplementary food products (2012)
MAM Decision tool in emergencies (GNC, updated in 2017)
UNICEF-WFP partnership framework to address child wasting (2020)
Pregnant and Lactating Women
GAP on child wasting (2020)

 No WHO normative guidelines for MAM treatment

WFP- supported integration of moderate wasting within continuum of care
 More than 40 countries as per national protocol

 In 2020:
Vulnerable
- 6.5 million children with moderate wasting
groups
-

5.5 million children with prevention

-

6.5 million PLW/G
Pregnant and Lactating Women

 80% in fragile and humanitarian context

Scalability and integration of moderate wasting treatment: systemic issues

Despite progress, challenges remain in the delivery of services and
provision of continuum of care (prevention – treatment – prevention)
#CMAM21

Scalability and integration of moderate wasting treatment: access and coverage
in fragile settings

• at least half of world’s population do not have essential health service coverage
with poorest and conflict-affected countries faring worst
• globally, < 20% wasting treatment coverage
#CMAM21

Alternatives to specialized nutritious food for treatment of moderate wasting

MAM treatment using food and counselling:
a systematic review
• 7 / 11 studies in this review found that food products
resulted in greater anthropometric gains than
counselling or micronutrient interventions.
• 2 studies found no benefit, 2 studies inconclusive

• This was especially true if the supplementary food
provided was of suitable quality and provided for an
adequate duration.
Lelijveld et al. (2019). Systematic review of the treatment of moderate acute
malnutrition using food products.
#CMAM21

Enablers to scaling up treatment of moderate wasting in fragile settings
 To change the mindset and move away from
MAM/ SAM dichotomy
 To aim for universal treatment and care
coverage of all forms of wasting (with or
without SNF)

#CMAM21

 To “Localize” wasting treatment
 To commit to a multi system
approach: social protection,
food, health

Scaling up moderate wasting treatment within continuum of care
Cameroon

• No. children reached doubled
• MAM admissions match estimated caseload
• Total cost/ child (~US$21) half TSFP (~US$ 41)

South Sudan/ Yemen/ Somalia

South Sudan
• 97% MAM/ SAM co-location (up from 45% 2014)
• 2.6-fold increase in children reached
#CMAM21
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